17 years type 2 and my neuropathy is healing. I am going through the treatments and it's healing!

Vanessa Olivera Wow Wayne. My daughter is 13, Type 1 for 4 years now. I hope this artificial pancreas can help both you and my daughter. 😊
I also saw that Medtrons came out with a closed loop system also nicknamed artificial pancreas. Are you on a pump now?

Wayne Eddington Vanessa - I use a CGM but not a fan of the pump for myself. I've had diabetes so long that I don't find it inconvenient to monitor and give myself shots when needed. I hope your daughter is doing well with her T1 as getting it so young like we did is difficult. You wouldn't believe the way they treated it back when I was diagnosed with it! It's so much better now.

Lando Martinez Jeanie Martinez
There has to be a catch..............NO ONE WANTS TO HELP CURE DIABETES!!!!! Too many people make too much money from our need for medications.....etc. !!!!!!!!!! I don't believe this. SORRY.

Mike Ryan I'm very skeptical myself

Jeannette Testamark I am going through the treatments and it's healing my neuropathy. It's not a cure it's about treating the complications and that's what kills you the complications of Diabetes.

Lori Miller Post I think this is the pump/cgm combo.

Jeannette Testamark Vincent Reagan
Dr Novak was my primary doctor many years ago. He's an amazing Doctor. Glad to know he's involved with this.

Rafa Vazquez Ifo en español

Maria Isabel Alcala Marque a este numero para informacion More information can be obtained by calling the clinic at (619) 478-4055 or by filling in the form at the bottom of this page (clinic seats are filling fast).